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Happily settled into family life, Virginia thinks her life is on track, but soon new challenges face
her in this bestselling novel.
Like Gold RefinedBethany House Publishers
My Antonia is a novel by an American writer Willa Cather. It is the final book of the "prairie
trilogy" of novels, preceded by O Pioneers! and The Song of the Lark. The novel tells the stories of
an orphaned boy from Virginia, Jim Burden, and Antonia Shimerda, the daughter of Bohemian
immigrants. They are both became pioneers and settled in Nebraska in the end of the 19th
century. The first year in the very new place leaves strong impressions in both children, affecting
them lifelong. The narrator and the main character of the novel My Antonia, Jim grows up in
Black Hawk, Nebraska from age 10 Eventually, he becomes a successful lawyer and moves to New
York City.
From the author of the New York Times bestseller The Inevitable— a sweeping vision of technology
as a living force that can expand our individual potential In this provocative book, one of today's
most respected thinkers turns the conversation about technology on its head by viewing
technology as a natural system, an extension of biological evolution. By mapping the behavior of
life, we paradoxically get a glimpse at where technology is headed-or "what it wants." Kevin Kelly
offers a dozen trajectories in the coming decades for this near-living system. And as we align
ourselves with technology's agenda, we can capture its colossal potential. This visionary and
optimistic book explores how technology gives our lives greater meaning and is a must-read for
anyone curious about the future.
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Like Gold Refined (Prairie Legacy Book #4)
A Heart for the Prairie
Eight Novels in One
Romantic Prairie Style
The Disappearing Spoon
A Searching Heart (Prairie Legacy Book #2)

Virginia, the granddaughter of Marty and Clark Davis (from Love comes
softly series) is caught in that difficult period between childhood and
adulthood and struggles against wht she considers to be unreasonable
restrictions and expectations.
I. The Seer of Patmos, John the Beloved, (Poem). II. The Author of the
Revelation. III. The Message to the Churches. IV. The Message to the
Churches (Continued).V.A Glimpse of Heaven. VI. Who is Worthly to Open
the Book?. VII. History iin the Seals. VIII. The Sealing Work. IX. The
Trumpets. X. The Beginning of Woes. XI. The Voice of a Mighty Angel. XII.
The Third Woe. XIII. The Great Controversy. XIV. The Beast from the Sea
and the Beast from the Earth. XV. The Three Angel's Messages. XVI.
Preparation for the Plagues. XVII. The Seven Last Plagues. XVIII. Babylon,
The Great Mystery. XIX. Be Ye Separate. XX. The Two Suppers. XXI. The
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Judgment of the Wicked. XXII. The Glories of the New Jerusalem. XXIII. The
New Earth. XXIV. The Sanctuary and Its Service. Questions for Study. Index
of Marginal References
Displays homes that exemplify the prairie style that came into prominence
in 1880s America, was influenced by European immigrants who built
homes in the area; and used natural tones and beauty to create cozy
homes.
Belinda once more faces difficult decisions about her life, as her aunt
Virgie dies and she encounters someone she never thought she would see
again.
Blood and Earth
The Story of the Seer of Patmos
The Love Comes Softly Collection
Like Gold Refined
Riparian Areas
The Gold Diggings of Cape Horn

Virginia must learn the heavenly source of strength through trials in this bestselling novel. Prairie Legacy book 3.
The Clean Water Act (CWA) requires that wetlands be protected from degradation
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because of their important ecological functions including maintenance of high
water quality and provision of fish and wildlife habitat. However, this protection
generally does not encompass riparian areasâ€"the lands bordering rivers and
lakesâ€"even though they often provide the same functions as wetlands. Growing
recognition of the similarities in wetland and riparian area functioning and the
differences in their legal protection led the NRC in 1999 to undertake a study of
riparian areas, which has culminated in Riparian Areas: Functioning and
Strategies for Management. The report is intended to heighten awareness of
riparian areas commensurate with their ecological and societal values. The
primary conclusion is that, because riparian areas perform a disproportionate
number of biological and physical functions on a unit area basis, restoration of
riparian functions along Americaâ€™s waterbodies should be a national goal.
Love Comes Softly introduced the characters of Marty and Clark Davis, whose
tragic circumstances brought them to a "marriage of convenience" on the frontier
prairies during the mid 1800s. The story of how Clark's patient, caring love
mirrored that of the heavenly Father, drawing Marty to faith and to love, has
captured the hearts and imaginations of over one million readers on Book One
alone!
In this bestselling novel, Virginia must learn the priorities that God has in mind
for her as she makes plans for college.
Janette Oke's Reflections on the Christmas Story
Modern Slavery, Ecocide, and the Secret to Saving the World
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A Quiet Strength (Prairie Legacy Book #3)
AlterKnit Stitch Dictionary
A Quiet Strength
Inspired Ideas and Practical Advice to Unleash Your Garden Personality

Happily settled into family life, Virginia thinks her life is on track, but soon new
challenges face her in this best-selling novel.
In this landmark of American fiction, Cather tells the story of young Alexandra
Bergson, whose dying father leaves her in charge of the family and of the
Nebraska lands they have struggled to farm.
Melanie is afraid she will have to leave Whitebrook Farm, Christinia, and her
favorite pony Trib, when her father surprises her with the news that he has
remarried
Continuing the story from Love Comes Softly, the granddaughter of the Davis's
experiences a tragedy, she has a crisis of faith.
A Memoir of Grief (Continued)
A Prairie Legacy
Cultivating Garden Style
The Searching Heart
The Arts and the Creation of Mind
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Colliding with and confronting The Tempest and postcolonial identity, the
poems in Safiya Sinclair's Cannibal explore Jamaican childhood and history,
race relations in America, womanhood, otherness, and exile. She evokes a
home no longer accessible and a body at times uninhabitable, often
mirrored by a hybrid Eve/Caliban figure. Blooming with intense lyricism and
fertile imagery, these full-blooded poems are elegant, mythic, and
intricately woven. Here the female body is a dark landscape; the female
body is cannibal. Sinclair shocks and delights her readers with her
willingness to disorient and provoke, creating a multitextured collage of
beautiful and explosive poems.
Virginia must learn the heavenly source of strength through trials in this
best-selling novel.
Collects the eight novels of Janette Oke's pioneering historical romance
Love Comes Softly series into one volume! Includes: 1. Love Comes Softly 2.
Love's Enduring Promise 3. Love's Long Journey 4. Love's Abiding Joy 5.
Love's Unending Legacy 6. Love's Unfolding Dream 7. Love Takes Wing 8.
Love Finds a Home
A lovely schoolteacher faces the frontier with the firm resolve to never
marry a rowdy adventurer of the West. Canadian West book 1.
200 Modern Knitting Motifs
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Love Finds a Home
Janette Oke
O Pioneers!
The Tender Years
What Technology Wants

Jill Winger, creator of the award-winning blog The Prairie Homestead, introduces
her debut The Prairie Homestead Cookbook, including 100+ delicious, wholesome
recipes made with fresh ingredients to bring the flavors and spirit of homestead
cooking to any kitchen table. With a foreword by bestselling author Joel Salatin The
Pioneer Woman Cooks meets 100 Days of Real Food, on the Wyoming prairie.
While Jill produces much of her own food on her Wyoming ranch, you don’t have
to grow all—or even any—of your own food to cook and eat like a homesteader. Jill
teaches people how to make delicious traditional American comfort food recipes
with whole ingredients and shows that you don’t have to use obscure items to enjoy
this lifestyle. And as a busy mother of three, Jill knows how to make recipes easy
and delicious for all ages. "Jill takes you on an insightful and delicious journey of
becoming a homesteader. This book is packed with so much easy to follow, practical,
hands-on information about steps you can take towards integrating homesteading
into your life. It is packed full of exciting and mouth-watering recipes and
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heartwarming stories of her unique adventure into homesteading. These recipes are
ones I know I will be using regularly in my kitchen." - Eve Kilcher These 109
recipes include her family’s favorites, with maple-glazed pork chops, butternut
Alfredo pasta, and browned butter skillet corn. Jill also shares 17 bonus recipes for
homemade sauces, salt rubs, sour cream, and the like—staples that many people are
surprised to learn you can make yourself. Beyond these recipes, The Prairie
Homestead Cookbook shares the tools and tips Jill has learned from life on the
homestead, like how to churn your own butter, feed a family on a budget, and
experience all the fulfilling satisfaction of a DIY lifestyle.
The story of a frontier family in the Midwest.
From New York Times bestselling author Sam Kean comes incredible stories of
science, history, finance, mythology, the arts, medicine, and more, as told by the
Periodic Table. Why did Gandhi hate iodine (I, 53)? How did radium (Ra, 88)
nearly ruin Marie Curie's reputation? And why is gallium (Ga, 31) the go-to
element for laboratory pranksters?* The Periodic Table is a crowning scientific
achievement, but it's also a treasure trove of adventure, betrayal, and obsession.
These fascinating tales follow every element on the table as they play out their parts
in human history, and in the lives of the (frequently) mad scientists who discovered
them. THE DISAPPEARING SPOON masterfully fuses science with the classic lore
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of invention, investigation, and discovery--from the Big Bang through the end of
time. *Though solid at room temperature, gallium is a moldable metal that melts at
84 degrees Fahrenheit. A classic science prank is to mold gallium spoons, serve them
with tea, and watch guests recoil as their utensils disappear.
Josh Jones realizes his family isn't typical, but it's the only life he's ever known.
Aunt Lou, Gramps, Uncle Charlie, Grandpa--they all have shaped the young man
he has become. But as he grows into manhood, Josh begins to face important
questions about life, love, and faith. Three million books sold in the series!
Functions and Strategies for Management
Main Street
Cannibal
When Calls the Heart
And Other True Tales of Madness, Love, and the History of the World from the
Periodic Table of the Elements
Love Comes Softly (Love Comes Softly Book #1)
Learning in and through the visual arts can develop complex and subtle
aspects of the mind. Reviews in: Journal of aesthetic education.
38(2004)4(Winter. 71-98), available M05-194.
Learning to depend on her faith in God and developing into a strong
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and reliable woman, Virginia copes with her aging parents and with the
disruptive reappearance of Mindy's gypsy-like mother
Offers a novelist's perspective on the story of the first Christmas
A haunting, original eStory from Jennifer Weiner. When Eleanor Goode
meets Gerald King, she's a senior at Wellesley who's won all the
writing prizes. He's just published his first novel, Dirty Blond, and
is well on his way to becoming one of the literary lions of his day.
Gerry seduces Ellie, spinning her a fantasy of working with him, two
writers, side by side. How could she have known that, in their years
together, it would be one typewriter, not two; his words, not hers?
How she would become the fetcher of coffee, the holder of trinkets
fans would press into his hands after readings, the keeper of his
legacy. A Memoir of Grief (Continued) begins with Gerald’s death.
Ellie, who hasn't written more than a grocery list in decades of
marriage, had no intention of writing a memoir. It's not until she
realizes how broke he left her that she decides to write a whitewashed
account of her life with the Great Man of Letters. Widow's Walk spends
over a year on the New York Times bestseller list. Critics hail
Ellie's talent, the revelatory way she writes about grief, and how to
live through it. Ellie enjoys the attention, but happily thinks
that'll be the end of her literary career—until her agent starts
asking about another book…
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My Antonia
Winter Is Not Forever (Seasons of the Heart Book #3)
Pure Gold
Simple Recipes for Heritage Cooking in Any Kitchen
An eShort Story
The Prairie Homestead Cookbook

Carol Milford is an exuberant, liberal-hearted woman who marries a man
from a small town. After they marry they settle in his home-town, Gopher
Prairie, which Carol finds narrow and ugly. She throws herself into
reforming the town, but is met only with derision by her own class. She
decides to leave, but finds that the world outside is just as flawed as Gopher
Prairie. She remains uncowed, however, declaring "I do not admit that dishwashing is enough to satisfy all women!"
Break the rules. Knit outside the lines! AlterKnit Stitch Dictionary takes an
unexpected look at stranded colorwork with 200 new motifs. These nontraditional colorwork charts are perfect for the creative knitter looking to
break away from the ordinary. Derived from graphic design elements, these
fresh motifs include everything from geometric mountains, waves, and
spirals to modern bikes, skulls, and sheep. Dive into stranded colorwork
with confidence with a section on reading charts, working floats, and
choosing colors. Learn how stranded colorwork can be used in design with
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five accompanying projects including mitts, cowls, and sweaters. Plus, use
your imagination to modify, deconstruct, and combine the unique motifs to
create your own designs. Be inspired to break the rules and use charts in
creative ways with AlterKnit Stitch Dictionary.
For readers of such crusading works of nonfiction as Katherine Boo’s
Beyond the Beautiful Forevers and Tracy Kidder’s Mountains Beyond
Mountains comes a powerful and captivating examination of two entwined
global crises: environmental destruction and human trafficking—and an
inspiring, bold plan for how we can solve them. A leading expert on modernday slavery, Kevin Bales has traveled to some of the world’s most dangerous
places documenting and battling human trafficking. In the course of his
reporting, Bales began to notice a pattern emerging: Where slavery existed,
so did massive, unchecked environmental destruction. But why? Bales set
off to find the answer in a fascinating and moving journey that took him
into the lives of modern-day slaves and along a supply chain that leads
directly to the cellphones in our pockets. What he discovered is that even as
it destroys individuals, families, and communities, new forms of slavery that
proliferate in the world’s lawless zones also pose a grave threat to the
environment. Simply put, modern-day slavery is destroying the planet. The
product of seven years of travel and research, Blood and Earth brings us
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dramatic stories from the world’s most beautiful and tragic places, the
environmental and human-rights hotspots where this crisis is concentrated.
But it also tells the stories of some of the most common products we all
consume—from computers to shrimp to jewelry—whose origins are found in
these same places. Blood and Earth calls on us to recognize the grievous
harm we have done to one another, put an end to it, and recommit to
repairing the world. This is a clear-eyed and inspiring book that suggests
how we can begin the work of healing humanity and the planet we share.
Praise for Blood and Earth “A heart-wrenching narrative . . . Weaving
together interviews, history, and statistics, the author shines a light on how
the poverty, chaos, wars, and government corruption create the perfect
storm where slavery flourishes and environmental destruction follows. . . . A
clear-eyed account of man’s inhumanity to man and Earth. Read it to get
informed, and then take action.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “[An]
exposé of the global economy’s ‘deadly dance’ between slavery and
environmental disaster . . . Based on extensive travels through eastern
Congo’s mineral mines, Bangladeshi fisheries, Ghanian gold mines, and
Brazilian forests, Bales reveals the appalling truth in graphic detail. . . .
Readers will be deeply disturbed to learn how the links connecting slavery,
environmental issues, and modern convenience are forged.”—Publishers
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Weekly “This well-researched and vivid book studies the connection
between slavery and environmental destruction, and what it will take to end
both.”—Shelf Awareness (starred review) “This is a remarkable book,
demonstrating once more the deep links between the ongoing degradation
of the planet and the ongoing degradation of its most vulnerable people. It’s
a bracing reminder that a mentality that allows throwaway people also
allows a throwaway earth.”—Bill McKibben, author of Eaarth: Making a Life
on a Tough New Planet
Gold and Silver in Oregon is the de facto standard on Gold and Silver
Mining in Oregon. This rare book was originally published in 1968 by the
State of Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Resources and is now
back in print from Miningbooks.com. The book breaks the state of Oregon's
Gold and Silver Deposits into two parts: Eastern and Western. In depth
history is provided on the locations along with numerous maps showing
locations of the deposits and mines, schematics on the mines, production
histories, geology, and more. Over 300 pages packed full of information.
My Ántonia
Ravishing
Gold and Silver in Oregon
Suffering and the Sovereignty of God
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Thoroughbred #31 A Home for Melanie
Embracing God's Grace

Buy from me gold refined in the fire, so you can become rich. Revelation 3:18 NIV Prospectors
throughout the ages have sacrificed everything to search for the gold that would make them
rich. For many, this was a fruitless journey. As Christians, we, too, are searching for
gold̶Godʼs priceless gift of grace. Learning to accept Godʼs grace is the most important thing
you can do to become, grow and mature as a Christian. But first, you must understand every
facet of grace. Davis has done a marvelous job of correlating intangible grace with tangible
gold̶the greatest historical and universally valued commodity. Christians can now grasp the
biblical concept of grace in a practical, real and meaningful way. Pure Gold picks and shovels
through the mountain of Scripture, leading the seeking Christian, a spiritual prospector, to sift
the soil of their soul and discover within the brilliant Rock, Godʼs pure gold, grace in Christ
Jesus. Possessing the treasure of Godʼs grace enables us to live rich lives that give us joy,
peace, energy, passion and the ability to rise above our daily burdens.
In the last few years, 9/11, a tsunami, Hurricane Katrina, and many other tragedies have
shown us that the vision of God in today's churches in relation to evil and suffering is often
frivolous. Against the overwhelming weight and seriousness of the Bible, many Christians are
choosing to become more shallow, more entertainment-oriented, and therefore irrelevant in the
face of massive suffering. In Suffering and the Sovereignty of God, contributors John Piper,
Joni Eareckson Tada, Steve Saint, Carl Ellis, David Powlison, Dustin Shramek, and Mark
Talbot explore the many categories of God's sovereignty as evidenced in his Word. They urge
readers to look to Christ, even in suffering, to find the greatest confidence, deepest comfort,
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and sweetest fellowship they have ever known.
Written by her daughter, Laurel Oke Logan, this book offers intimate glimpses into the life and
heritage of author Janette Oke. An ordinary woman with extraordinary gifts, Janette grew up on
the Canadian prairie to eventually become the wife of a pastor and educator, the mother of four
grown children, a grandmother who delights in her grandchildren--and one of the best known
and love Christian novelists of our time. You'll discover how the strength of family connections
and spiritual values have shaped her life and permeate her novels from the first, Love Comes
Softly, to her most recent.
“Get ready, the garden youʼve always longed for is at your fingertips. With images and ideas,
Cultivating Garden Style releases your inner designer and helps you create a landscape that is
yours and yours alone!” ̶Ivette Soler, author of The Edible Front Yard In Cultivating Garden
Style, Rochelle Greayer shares ways to create outdoor areas that are charming, comfortable,
appealing, and reflect individuality. It features twenty-three unique garden styles accompanied
by advice on how to recreate the look. Simple step-by-step projects, like how to make a
macramé plant hanger, help the reader personalize the space. Helpful tips and tricks, including
how to pick the right tree and pick the right combination of plants and containers, offer
essential lessons in gardening and design. More than 1,500 dazzling color photographs give
the book a visual punch.
The Book of Ecclesiastes Explained
The Rose in Fashion
The Tender Years (Prairie Legacy Book #1)
Examples from jewelry, millinery, handbags, perfume, couture, and everyday dress show how
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the rose--both beautiful and symbolic--has inspired fashion over hundreds of years.
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